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Abstract—This paper presents a novel and simple digital background calibration technique to eliminate the linear errors of 1.5bitstage pipelined analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) caused by capacitor mismatch and finite DC gain of stage amplifiers. In this technique, by injecting a determined calibration signal in a modified conventional multiplying digital-to-analog converter (MDAC) and split structure, the errors are measured while it is not necessary to use an accurate calibration signal. As a case study, the technique is tested on a prototype 12bit 1.5bitstage split pipelined ADC with 60 dB amplifier DC gain and 0.1% capacitor mismatch using MATLAB and Simulink environment simulations. After calibration, the ADC achieves 71 dB SNDR and 82dB SFDR which are restricted to 58dB and 63dB respectively before calibration.

Index Terms—Pipelined ADCs, linear errors, digital background calibration, split ADC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Analog to digital converters are identified as large mixed-signal circuits that widely used in signal processing circuits and systems. Among various ADC architectures, the pipelined converter is proved to be very efficient for high speed and medium to high resolutions. A pipelined ADC is composed of several low-resolution stages. In each stage, the input is sampled and quantized by the sub-ADC, and then the residue signal is amplified to fit into the next stage’s full-scale range using a switched-capacitor (SC) MDAC circuit.

The most limiting parameters of a highly linear pipelined ADC are the capacitor mismatch, finite DC gain in amplifiers and offset voltage in amplifiers and comparators. The offset voltage error is tolerated using a digital redundancy technique while it is necessary to use calibration techniques to reduce the errors produced by capacitor mismatch and finite DC gain as the technologies scale down. There are several approaches to improve the accuracy of MDAC which can be categorized into two groups: analog element calibration and digital one [1]. In the first group, the errors are corrected by adjusting the ADC elements in the analog domain. The analog calibration has two drawbacks. First, any temperature and power fluctuations may degrade its performance. Second, this calibration technique is not an economically optimum solution in spite of digital techniques which use modern mixed-signal technologies advantageous to correct the errors in the digital domain [1]. The digital calibration can be performed in two forms. In foreground techniques, the process is done with stopping the ADC normal conversion while in background techniques, the ADC is always working. In the background methods, the errors are measured by a slow but accurate ADC such as a sigma-delta ADC [2], statistical-based method [3] or the “split ADC” concept [4] and then the parameters are corrected in the digital domain.

In this paper, a digital background calibration technique is proposed for 1.5bitstage pipelined ADCs by applying a calibration signal to the stage sub-DAC and using the “split ADC” concept. That can eliminate the linear errors in pipelined ADCs which arise from the capacitor mismatch and finite DC gain of the stage amplifiers.

II. LINEAR ERRORS CALIBRATION

A. Linear Errors Modeling in 1.5 bit/Stage Pipelined ADC

An M-bit pipelined ADC with 1.5bitstage architecture is typically composed of (M-2) 1.5bit stages and a 2bit backend flash ADC. The “capacitor flip-around” MDAC is usually used in high speed 1.5bitstage pipelined ADCs because of its large feedback factor in the closed-loop configuration which results in fast settling [3]. Fig. 1 shows the SC implementation of 1.5bitstage pipelined ADC. Here the input signal is sampled by both sampling and feedback capacitors and compared with comparators threshold voltage during the sampling phase. In the next phase, the difference of input signal and sub-DAC output known as the residue signal is amplified. When the amplifiers and capacitors are linear, the transfer function of each stage is given by

\[
V_{\text{ref}} = g \left( 1 + \frac{C_f}{C_s} \right) V_o - \left( \frac{C_f}{C_s} \right) k V_{\text{ref}} \quad \text{g} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{A} \left( 1 + \frac{C_f}{C_s} \right)} \quad (1)
\]

where \( C_s \) and \( C_f \) are the sampling and feedback capacitors, respectively, \( A \) is the amplifier DC gain and \( k \) is the stage digital output with values equal to \{-1,0,1\}, depending on the stage input voltage level [5]. Assuming an ideal ADC, with no capacitor mismatch and infinite DC gain of amplifiers, the analog output of each stage is simplified as

\[
V_{\text{ref}} = 2V_o - kV_{\text{ref}} \quad , \quad (2)
\]
But actually, the ADC output will be deviated from the ideal one because of the capacitor mismatch and finite DC gain of the amplifiers. As discussed in [6], the errors produced by these circuit nonidealities can be corrected with measuring the voltage gaps in the input-output transfer curve of stages.

B. Digital Background Calibration

The stage output voltage, $V_{\text{ref}}$, is digitized by the later ADC stages named as backend ADC. As given by (3), the digital equivalent of the stage input voltage, $D_{\text{in}}$, is calculated by adding the digital reference, $D[V_{\text{ref}}]$, to the digitized residue, $D[V_{\text{res}}]$, and then divided by 2.

$$D_{\text{in}} = (D[V_{\text{res}}] + k D[V_{\text{ref}}]) / 2, \quad (3)$$

With this view, what is subtracted in the MDAC can be restored digitally. However, the analog reference voltage subtracted in (2) is affected by capacitor mismatch and finite DC gain of amplifier, and therefore, it does not match with the ideal digital reference.

The mismatch between the analog reference, $V_{\text{ref}}$, and the digitized reference, $D[V_{\text{ref}}]$, can be eliminated by adjusting the digital reference [6]. Although after this calibration, the overall gain slope error remains, but the gain slope correction is not necessary in many applications, since the linearity of ADC transfer function is enough [6].

Therefore, with ideal backend ADC, the calibrated digital output is

$$D_{\text{in}} = (D[V_{\text{res}}] + k D[RFC_{1A} V_{\text{ref}}]) / 2, \quad (4)$$

where $RFC$ is the reference correction factor. In this paper a simple concept known as “Split ADC” and a determined calibration signal is used to measure this correction factor. In split architecture the ADC is composed of two channels, each converting the same input signal and producing individual output codes then the average of the two outputs is reported as the ADC output code. The background calibration signal is developed from the difference between these codes. If both ADCs are correctly calibrated, the two outputs will agree, and the difference will be zero. Since the final ADC output is generated by the sum of the two ADC outputs, each ADC used in this architecture can be designed with half of the capacitance values to meet thermal noise requirements, thus each ADC has approximately half of the power consumption and area of a single ADC designed for the same resolution [4].

III. PROPOSED CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE

A. Stage Reference Voltage Correction Factor Measurement

In the proposed method, the stage reference error is measured by applying a constant calibration signal to the sub-DAC in the “split ADC” structure. As shown in Fig. 2, the calibration signal, $V_{\text{cal}}$, is inserted to the sub-DAC of first stage in channel $A$. In fact this signal is used to create mismatch between both channels [4]. The effect of adding this calibration signal to the stage sub-DAC input can be seen in the transfer curve. In 1-bit stage architecture used here, we divide the region given up for the offset compensation in sub-DAC into two parts, a part of it for offset compensation and the rest for calibration signal adding, thus $V_{\text{cal}}$ is chosen equal to $V_{\text{ref}}$. As shown in Fig 3, by applying the calibration signal into the first stage of channel $A$, the transfer curve changes to dashed lines. In fact, in this technique the reference voltages of stage’s sub-DAC are modulated by the calibration signal value. Assuming reference errors in first stage, all of the next stages are lumped into a backend as an ideal independent ADC to digitize the stage analog output. If channels in split structure are equal and the analog outputs of the first stage are perfectly digitized by the backend ADC, the difference of digital output of backend ADCs ($D[V_{\text{res}}]$ and $D[V_{\text{ref}}]$) is proportional to reference errors of first stage in channel $A$.

$$D[V_{\text{res}}] - D[V_{\text{ref}}] = RFC_{1A} V_{\text{cal}} \quad (5)$$

$$RFC_{1A} = g \left( \frac{C_s}{C_v} \right) \quad (6)$$

where $RFC_{1A}$ is the first stage reference correction factor. As shown in (5), when $V_{\text{cal}}$ is added to the stage sub-DAC input, its analog output value is proportional to $V_{\text{cal}}$.

![Fig. 2. Proposed method for stage reference voltage extraction.](image)
Therefore, assuming ideal backend ADC and equal channels in split ADC structure, we can measure the reference error in first stage of channel A that is proportional to capacitor mismatch and finite DC gain of amplifier. The same work is repeated for first stage of channel B. In other words, the calibration signal is applied to sub-DAC in first stage of channel B, and the reference errors in this stage is measured using the difference of digital outputs of backend ADCs. But, this measurement method has several drawbacks. The accuracy of measurement depends on the accuracy of \( V_{ref} \) as shown in (5). Furthermore, we assumed the two channels are equal for split structure while in a real ADC these channels are not same. Finally, the accuracy of this measurement method is limited by the backend ADC errors. So, other techniques are proposed to complete the calibration procedure.

B. Accuracy of Calibration signal

Here, a constant voltage with value of \( V_{ref}/8 \) is used as calibration signal. Since, it is difficult to build a calibration signal with a very accurate known magnitude in the analog domain [3] so the accuracy of measurement results depend on the accuracy of calibration signal. For this reason, we use another method to measure the reference error independent of the accuracy of calibration signal as used in [5].

Using a modified version of MDAC helps us in this method. As shown in Fig. 4, here two constant signals are used as calibration signal. During the sampling phase, the first calibration signal, \( V_j \), is sampled on feedback capacitor and an extra capacitor, \( C_p \), with sampling capacitor are sampling the input voltage (\( C_0 \) is equal to \( C_k \) and \( C_3 \) is omitted when calibration is done). In amplifying phase, the second calibration signal, \( V_s \), is inserted with \( C_3 \) in MDAC and \( C_F \) is rounded in feedback mode and \( C_F \) is switched to the DAC voltage. By these two constant voltages, the stage reference voltage is extracted without any dependence on their accuracy. This measurement is done in several steps. At the first time, \( V_j \) is set to \( 7V_{ref}/8 \) and \( V_j \) is equal to \( V_{ref} \) so the term \( g_o \) is measured. In the second time, \( V_j \) is set to \( 7V_{ref}/8 \) and \( V_j \) is equal to \( 6V_{ref}/8 \) which gives \( g_{o2} \). At the 7th measurement \( V_j \) is set to \( 7V_{ref}/8 \) and \( V_j \) is equal to \( 6V_{ref}/8 \) and \( g_{o2} \) is gained. Finally, \( V_j \) and \( V_j \) are set to \( 7V_{ref}/8 \) and ground respectively and \( g_{o3} \) is obtained. With this procedure, inserted calibration signal in every step is equal to \( V_{ref}/8 \). Using the following equations the reference error of first stage in channel A is gained.

\[
g_o = g_{o1} \times \begin{cases} \frac{8-i}{8} - \frac{9}{8} \frac{C_f}{C_r}, & i = 1, 3, 5, 7 \\ \frac{9-i}{8} - \frac{8}{8} \frac{C_f}{C_r}, & i = 2, 4, 6, 8 \end{cases}
\]

Therefore,

\[
RCF_{ref} = \sum_{i=1}^{8} (-1)^i g_o
\]

A same procedure is repeated for the first stage of next channel. Therefore, it is not necessary to use accurate calibration signals in this technique because these are eliminated from (8) so it is enough to use a resistor string to generate the voltages \( V_j \) and \( V_j \).

C. Channel Mismatch Measurement

We assumed that two channels are equal, also channel mismatch is an important limiting factor, so before the reference error is measured, we must make the two channels equal as much as possible. For this purpose, we use the channel mismatch eliminating concept in time interleaved pipeline ADCs [1]. Before inserting any calibration signal to ADC, a sign-sign version of Least-Mean-Square (LMS) algorithm is utilized to extract the channel mismatch factor [8].

\[
ch_m(i) = ch_m(i-1) - \mu \text{sign}(e) \text{sign}(D_y)
\]

where \( ch_m(i) \) is channel mismatch while \( D_y \) and \( D_x \) are digital output of channel A and B ADCs respectively, \( e = (D_y - D_x) \) is the error signal, and \( \mu \) is the update step-size in LMS algorithm. This factor is used in reference error measurement as correction factor of two channels.

D. Comparison with Conventional Methods

In this technique, a calibration signal is applied to the sub-DAC instead of sub-ADC in [3], therefore it reduce the input signal range. Also the calibration signal used here is a deterministic signal which decreases the power dissipation in digital units by eliminating the extra circuitry needed for random signal generation [5] and it is not necessary to use a calibration signal with accurate known magnitude in the
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